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How to edit a Wikipedia article
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Image Resources

Part 3
Citing

Part 4
Practice

McGill Library. Everything you need.
Neutral point of view – All Wikipedia articles and other encyclopedic content must be written from a neutral point of view, representing significant views fairly, proportionately and without bias.
No original research – Wikipedia does not publish original thought: all material in Wikipedia must be attributable to a reliable, published source.
Verifiability – Material challenged or likely to be challenged, and all quotations, must be attributed to a reliable, published source. In Wikipedia, verifiability means that people reading and editing the encyclopedia can check that information comes from a reliable source.
Basic Rules: Reliable Sources

If available, academic and peer-reviewed publications are usually the most reliable sources.

Other reliable sources include:
• university-level textbooks
• books published by respected publishing houses
• magazines
• journals
• mainstream newspapers

More information here:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Verifiability#What_counts_as_a_reliable_source
Copyright and Wikipedia

Do not copy-paste text from a website directly into Wikipedia. Paraphrasing and citation is necessary.

Most of Wikipedia's text and many of its images are co-licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License (CC BY-SA) and the GNU Free Documentation License (GFDL).
Image resources

- Pexels (photos)
- Pixabay (photos, illustrations, vectors)
- Stocksnap (photos)
- Wikimedia Commons (photos, videos)
What else can you add?

- Taxonomy
- Birdsong
- Conservation status
- Every page edit is publicly visible.
- Every page edit you make is traceable to your user account.
- Talk pages are Wikipedia's version of peer review.
- A lot of extra information is available in the View History tab.
User:MacCampusLib

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Wikipedia does not have a user page with this exact name. In general, this page should be created and edited by User:MacCampusLib. If in doubt, please verify that "MacCampusLib" exists.

- Start the User:MacCampusLib page
  - Search for "MacCampusLib" in existing pages of namespace User.
  - Look for pages within Wikipedia that link to this title.

Other reasons this message may be displayed:
- If a page was recently created here, it may not be visible yet because of a delay in updating the database; wait a few minutes or try the purge function.
- Titles on Wikipedia are case sensitive except for the first character; please check alternative capitalizations and consider adding a redirect here to the correct title.
- If the page has been deleted, check the deletion log, and see Why was the page I created deleted?

Learn more
- Subheading
- Internal vs external links
- Citations: auto vs manual
- Media
Getting help

Ask me:

Mylene Pinard
mylene.pinard@mcgill.ca
514-398-7577
Macdonald Campus Library